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Though not the first cyberpunk movie in cinema history (see Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982) or The Terminator (James Cameron, 1984), the first time you see cyborgs in the film was pretty intense. The opening scene shows a beautiful woman (Jolie) lying dead on the ground. Tech-savvy director Johnnie To was already revered as a style leader by this point, and he demonstrated his mastery of color with this dystopian sci-fi thriller. The camera is racing across Tokyo streets as soon as the film begins, showing the brutal devastation of the city and the path
of the next human-monster. The second comes up as the woman is discovered alive by a patrol of cops. They are immediately taken down in a hail of bullets. When the strange new woman wakes up she is a full cyborg from head to toe. So much happened in this movie that it's crazy to talk about it. I can't remember a lot of details, though I do remember the final fight, but where were the songs about the future as in Blade Runner? No way this was the last word on the subject. There are those who argue that Blade Runner was the first real sci-fi movie, and

maybe it was - but science fiction (SF) was invented in radio, newspapers and movies by Kafka in the '20s. That doesn't mean that his novels weren't SF until then - he just used them as a vehicle to tell stories. So, the truth is that this is SF, not sci-fi, and the rules of time are different. It feels like we're living in the future, but it isn't, and that's why it's SF.
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As the battle rages on, the count-down for the return of Angelina is nearing an end, and Reese is breathing down his neck. Bench knows that he has to kill the cyborgs - not just them but the agents too, for the terrorists won't stop until Angelina is in their hands. But what happens when Angelina is killed? Who will take up the mantle? What if Bench can't stop
the return of Angelina? What will happen to the green boys? And what of a world in which the clock runs out before the lovers can become one? With all of that in mind, the movie wades right into a pool of plot points that seem to exist only in the minds of the producers and of our hero, Angelina. And in an equally confusing departure from the established

mythology, Angelina's personality seems to have been temporarily transferred into Cash. They are one and the same for the first half of the movie, with Angelina again returning at the end. This creates confusion, because she is no longer locked inside Reese's head, and even if she was, what would that mean to the story? While the plot-convoluted Cyborg 2
drones on and on, the man behind it all is actually one of the best moments of the movie: Tank Girl/Shock Troop member Voltron Pussycat. Pussycat is a cyborg himself, so when the movie needs to expand the mythos, the only person who fits the bill is him. That is in fact why he is called upon to shepherd the plot in its final third - he's not just there for

shock-troop eye candy, though he does deliver that. 5ec8ef588b
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